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Maximize your IT investment with
technical account management

Customer testimonials
Organizations like
Datacom and Amdocs 
achieve high
performance and growth
with Red Hat Technical 
Account Management

Learn more about
customers using 
Technical Account
Management.

“Working with our 
[Technical Account
Manager] gives us
confidence in knowing a
problem will definitely be
solved. Instead of just
opening a ticket, he
provides a single point of
contact between Red Hat
and our teams. It’s good 
to have someone who 
really pushes to find 
solutions.“

Dr. Nikolas Nehmer 
Head of Helvetia
Container Platform
Helvetia

www.facebook.com/redhatinc/
@RedHat

linkedin.com/company/red-hat

Building and managing applications and IT infrastructure is a complex task for even the most skilled team.
Red Hat makes it easier to work across platforms and environments with strengthened open source
solutions. But continually meeting business and IT goals requires organizations to take full advantage of
their Red Hat investments and unfortunately internal teams often lack the time and expertise to do so
efficiently. 

Set up applications and IT infrastructure for success with Red Hat  technical account management.
Technical Account Managers (TAMs) are a single technical point of contact who help you proactively plan
by understanding your environment and advising on risk management and security.

TAMs help you maximize your IT investment. An IDC report found that companies working with Red Hat
TAMs realize discounted benefits worth US$1.81 million per organization per year and a 432% return on
investment (ROI). 

Each TAM has specialized knowledge of a Red Hat product family, including Red Hat Enterprise Linux , Red
Hat OpenShift , Red Hat Ansible  Automation Platform, Red Hat OpenStack  Platform, Red Hat
Application Services, Red Hat Ceph  Storage, Red Hat Gluster  Storage, and other products in our
portfolio of enterprise open source solutions. You might work with more than one TAM depending on the
number of Red Hat products you are using and the complexity of your environment.

Key features and benefits

Single technical advocate for you within Red Hat

®

®

® ® ®

® ®

Work directly with your TAM to resolve complex and time-sensitive issues more quickly so you can focus
on productivity and meeting your own business and IT goals. TAMs mobilize an extended team of
engineering and support experts, who work together to help you get the most out of your Red Hat
investment. TAMs provide faster restoration and resolution for escalated tickets by coordinating
resources, engaging specialized expertise, and leading the case’s technical direction. When you are
under pressure, TAMs help you quickly and efficiently coordinate with the right people within Red Hat to
solve problems. 

•

Assess progress using the quarterly dashboard reports TAMs will share with you that track key
performance indicators (KPIs) and trends in your Red Hat software.

•

Better navigate challenges within your IT environment by bringing in your TAM to help you troubleshoot
issues when you are working with your other technology vendors.

•
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North America
1 888 REDHAT1

www.redhat.com

Europe, Middle East,
and Africa

00800 7334 2835
europe@redhat.com

Asia Pacific
+65 6490 4200

apac@redhat.com

Latin America
+54 11 4329 7300

info-latam@redhat.com

facebook.com/redhatinc
@Redhat

linkedin.com/company/red-hat

redhat.com
O-F29520

Security and regulatory compliance guidance

Proactive planning

Plan and deploy for enterprise success with technical account
management

To learn more about technical account management, reach out to your Red Hat account representative or
contact us.

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

About Red Hat

Red Hat is the world’s leading provider of enterprise open source software solutions, using a community-
powered approach to deliver reliable and high-performing Linux, hybrid cloud, container, and Kubernetes
technologies. Red Hat helps customers develop cloud-native applications, integrate existing and new IT
applications, and automate and manage complex environments. A trusted adviser to the Fortune 500, Red
Hat provides award-winning support, training, and consulting services that bring the benefits of open
innovation to any industry. Red Hat is a connective hub in a global network of enterprises, partners, and
communities, helping organizations grow, transform, and prepare for the digital future.

While Red Hat's products have built-in security features and reduce the risk of using unmanaged or
undermanaged open source software, security remains a top concern. TAMs provide context, proactive
planning, and prioritization for security concerns. TAMs also advise you on tools and approaches to set
up your environment to further defend against security risks. 

•

Maintain a proactive patching strategy and have the right tools turned on as a barricade against security
threats with guidance from TAMs. They also prioritize security issues that need to be handled
immediately and plan for less urgent security concerns. 

•

If your organization needs to adhere to regulatory compliance, TAMs can support you by advising on
how Red Hat products can help you deploy your compliance strategies.

•

Get the maximum value from your existing Red Hat investments with a TAM who will identify issues
earlier, provide a faster resolution, and help you take advantage of the latest product enhancements.
TAMs will host regular meetings with you to better understand your mission and environment, discuss
open support cases, upcoming product migrations, and opportunities for improved deployment and
patching plans. 

•

Impact future product features and updates with your TAM, who acts as a direct line for you to the Red
Hat engineering organization. Many new features in Red Hat products were created in direct response to
customer needs.

•
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